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WECOME TO THE NEW SECURED BY DESIGN PRODUCT CATALOGUE

JNE Security has always put quality as our number 1 priority, it is because of this we were the first company in our 
sector to introduce the Country’s first SBD Accredited Personal Alarms back in 2005.

We have since gone on to incorporate a variety of other products with these standards.

This year we have increased our Secured by Design range to include a Portable Door Lock, Shed Alarm, Oil Tank 
Alarm, Locking Chains, Ground Anchors and most impressively the UK’s first full range of Window Alarms to be 
Sold Secure and Secure by Design Accredited. This includes both our Window and Door Contact Alarms and both 
our Window Vibration Alarms.

SECURED BY DESIGN ACCREDITED PACKS

One of our most popular projects in recent years has been our customised security packs. These have been 
developed with several Police Forces and contacts via the National Framework, and to date we have supplied 
more than 200,000 bespoke Crime Prevention Packs to Police Forces Nationwide.

This year we have launched a large range of Secured by Design Accredited packs, which will only include products 
with the coveted Secured by Design Accreditation. These packs will give the general public peace of mind that 
they are being supplied with security products of the highest specification.

SAFER STREETS

With the introduction of Safer Streets grants to provide security products for communities we have been asked to 
provide a high volume of quotes for Secured by Design products.

Safer Streets projects place an emphasis on quality and prioritise products that have the Police Preferred 
Specification.

Our Catalogue is solely representing security equipment with the Secured by Design endorsement, therefore, by 
asking for quotations of items contained within this brochure ensures you are adhering to the strictest quality 
standards.

JNE SECURITY AWARDED NATIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR CRIME PREVENTION PRODUCTS

In the Summer of 2022 JNE Security was again awarded the National Framework for Crime Prevention Products.  
All our products featured within this brochure can be purchased through adopting the National Framework and 
taking advantage of the agreed prices. 

For further information speak to Ken Povey or Nick Hughes on 01978-855054 
alternatively email: sales@jnesecurity.co.uk



Secured by Design Personal Alarms

Minder Personal Alarms with both Secured By Design and 
Sold Secure approval. Rely on the best.

• Small size with the designer look appealing to younger 
employees (40mm x 60mm x 12mm)
• Pull pin activation
• 140 decibel siren
• Added torch facility 
• Alkaline batteries included 
• 5 year warranty 
• Separate keyring
• Battery isolator included

Mini Minder Keyring Torch Alarm - METAL001

REF: METAL001Silver
         METAL001Purple
         METAL001Black
         METAL001Blue
         METAL001Red

The Mini Minder Keyring Torch Alarm is the most popular Keyring Torch 
Alarm available in the UK. Due to its small size, loud siren and SBD 
accreditation it is an extremely desirable Personal Attack Alarm 
amongst most age groups. Available in 5 attractive colours (Silver, Red, 
Blue,  Purple and Black) the Minder Keyring Torch Alarm is the perfect 

product for mass distribution.

Features Include:

Mini Minder COB High Intensity Keyring Torch Alarm

The new Mini Minder COB High Intensity Torch Alarm is a fantastic addition to our 
Police Accredited range of Personal Alarms. It is a small Keyring Torch Alarm with the 
benefit of a high intensity Torch which can also have a flashing mode so the product is 
ideal as a road safety product/emergency product.

Supplied in a mix of colours (Black, White, Red and Blue) the COB Torch Alarm has 
a handy G-Clip attachment meaning it clips easily to handbags, coats, rucksacks and 
keys etc, etc.

Small Size   (60mm x 35mm x 19mm )
Brighter Torch  (0.5 watt COB Torch)
130 dB alarm
4 different colours
G-Clip for easy attachment
Secured by Design.
3 Torch modes (flashing, full beam and half beam)
Batteries Included
5 Year Warranty 

REF:  PA-2020 

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk



Secured by Design Personal Alarms

REF: MDST001

Minder Pendant Torch Alarm

A trendy looking pendant shape with a 140 decibel siren 
incorporating a separate torch facility. Other features include: 

• Pull pin activation 
• Batteries included 
• 5 year warranty 
• Size (95mm x 35mm x 15mm)
• Separate keyring   

Minder Torch Alarm

Incorporates a flashing strobe light and siren in order that employees 
can be heard and located in an emergency situation. Other features 
include:

• Pull pin activation 
• Separate torch button 
• 143 decibel siren 
• Belt clip 
• Window/door mounting bracket 
• Battery included
• 5 year warranty
• Size (60mm x 70mm x 20mm)

Minder Personal Alarm

Voted the best Personal Alarm available. The Minder has the maximum 
sound output with the following features: 

• Pull pin activation 
• Separate panic button 
• 143 decibel siren 
• Belt clip 
• Window/door mounting bracket 
• Battery included
• 5 year warranty
• Size (60mm x 70mm x 20mm)

REF: T2STROBE

REF: T2 

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk



Secured by Design Personal Alarms

Minder Screaming Ladybug Alarm

After years of research and development we are proud to introduce a Personal Attack Alarm which offers a unique 
and ground breaking approach to Personal Safety/Protection.

The Minder Screaming Ladybug Alarm is unlike most other Personal Alarms on the market which use traditional 
alarm sirens upon activation. The Minder Ladybug Alarm uses an actual voice screaming for help. The noise is both 
very loud and extremely attention grabbing.

In modern society when we hear an alarm siren we can be forgiven for thinking the neighbours house alarm has false 
triggered or a car alarm has gone off accidentally. Alarm sirens are common place and therefore not so effective in 
being responded to.

The Minder Ladybug Alarm produces a screaming noise so loud that anyone nearby is likely to respond and almost 
certainly remember. These are massively important features for responding to crime, reporting crime and evidence in 
crime.

The Minder Screaming Ladybug Alarm has the following features :-

- 5 Different Colours
- Unique 130dB Screaming Voice on activation
- Separate Torch
- Flashing Light on Activation
- Separate Pull pin and Lobster Clip 
- Batteries included
- Battery Isolator fitted
- Attractive Design
- Long Lanyard (fits over wrist)

REF: SLB-19

REF: RL326

Keyring Personal Alarm With Torch

We can offer the UK’s lowest price for an Electronic Personal 
Alarm. 

Features include: 
 
• 120dB siren
• Battery isolator installed to prolong shelf life
• Size: 40mm x 60mm x 12mm
• Supplied in Black 
• Comes with keyring
• Batteries included
• Branding available for large quantities
• Torch facility included

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk



Secured by Design Window Alarms

Minder Vibration Shock Sensor Alarm

A new addition to our window door alarm section. 
Key Features:

• 120 decibel siren. 
• Low and high sensitivity options.
• Batteries included.
• Double sided fixing tape included.
• 10 second exit delay
• Requires no wiring.

• Size 60mm x 20mm

REF: SH2019

Minder Ultra Thin Vibration Alarm

REF: JN610V

Window Shock Alarms have been one of the most popular Crime Prevention 
Products in the past decade. 
They have been a major part of most Crime Prevention tool kits in deterring 
break ins through windows and doors. 
Our Glass Minder Window Shock Alarms have been a best seller and we have 
supplied hundreds of  thousands of units to Community Safety and Crime 
Prevention Departments Nationwide. However many of our customers have 
expressed a need for a slimmer unit to the existing shock alarms on the market.

We have launched the Minder Ultra Thin Vibration/Shock Alarm. Housed in an 
attractive dual colour design, the Ultra Thin Vibration/Shock Alarm is only 1cm 
thick but emits an impressive 130dB siren on activation. 

Size: 95x45x10mm. Batteries and Warning Sticker included.

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk



Secured by Design Window Alarms

Window Alarm with Contact Breaker

This combined alarm is easy to fit on any door or window in your house. 
The chime lets you know that someone has opened your door or window. 
Switch to alarm mode and the loud 120dBs siren is an effective entrance 
alarm for all types of doors and windows.

• Choice of chime or alarm
• Battery isolator to preserve battery life
• Batteries included
• 120dB siren
• Double sided tape for easy fitting

Size: 63mm x 40mm x 20mm
REF: RL323A

Mini Minder Window and Door Alarm

• 120dB alarm siren when window or door is opened 
• Easy access off/alarm/chime switch 
• Low battery test button 
• Perfect for: - Home - Office - Sheds - Garages - Motor homes - Boats -  
    Vehicles - Outbuildings 

• To arm the unit, locate OFF/CHIME/ALARM switch on the side. Slide 
the switch to the desired position, if the protected window or door is 
opened the alarm siren will sound continuously until disarmed or when 
the door or window is closed. When in the chime position, if the door or 
window is opened, the chime will sound. It will sound once again when 
the door or window is closed and reopened. 

REF: JN-612H

Mailguard Plus ®

Perfect for preventing arson attack

• Large capacity, flexible bag
• Extinguishes a fire in under 10  seconds
• Ideal for PVCu doors
• Hangs easily behind the letterbox to contain and extinguish 
any fires
• Available in White and Brown

Replacement extinguishing tubes also available

REF: MGUARD2013

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk



RING VIDEO DOORBELL 2ND GENERATION 

Video: 1080p HD Video, Live View, Night Vision
Motion Detection: Advanced Motion Detection with Customisable 
Motion Zones.
Field of View: 155 degrees
Audio: Two-way audio with noise cancellation

Built-in battery-powered. It can be also hardwired or 
powered by with Ring Plug-In Adapter.

• Can be hardwired into an existing doorbell system 
    (8-24 VAC, 10-40VA, 50/60Hz).

• Plug-In adapter 2nd Gen (24VDC. 0.5A, 12W).

RING STICK UP CAM 3RD GENERATION

Add security anywhere – inside or out – with the versatile Stick Up 
Cam Battery. Its wire-free design means you can put it where you 
need it and move it when you need to. Place it on a flat surface for 
flexibility or mount it to a wall for a more permanent solution. With 
Stick Up Cam Battery, you’ll always be connected to home so you can 
see what’s happening at anytime.

RING FLOODLIGHT CAM WIRED PLUS

Hardwired for non-stop peace of mind, Ring Floodlight Cam Wired 
Plus offers reliable outdoor protection and advanced motion 
detection, day or night.
Designed for larger areas of your home, such as driveways and 
gardens, Ring Floodlight Cam Wired Plus features a 
remote-activated security siren and LED floodlights for protection 
when you need it, and extra visibility at night. Customisable Motion 
Zones let you focus your security on the areas of your property that 
matter most.

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

Secured by Design CCTV Products

REF: RING2GEN

REF: RINGCAM3GEN

REF: RINGFLOOD22



Secured by Design RFID Products

Signal Blocking Drink Safe Can 

Food Safe Cans have been around for a few decades now and following consultation with the Police we have 
created a less obvious, lower cost alternative in the Signal Blocking Drink Safe Can. The Signal  Blocking Drink Safe 
Cans are easily deployable in most locations. Kitchen Cupboards, Drinks Cupboards/Cabinets, Bedrooms, Bedsits,  
Student Accommodation, even fridges for non battery operated items. 

Furthermore, we have designed the new cans using a specially developed ABM™ material which has been 
scientifically tested to block RFID signals and  has been awarded the Secured by Design accreditation.  
This will allow the Safe Cans to be used to store Car Keys and avoid wireless Car Key Fraud where criminals use 
relay devices to open expensive vehicles from outside properties. 

Traditional Safe Cans are made using false plastic bottoms and although they are perfect for hiding valuables, they 
will not block wireless signals. Our new Signal Blocking Drink Safe Cans provide a fantastic decoy safe which can 
also be used to hide credit cards, car keys and any item with a wireless RFID chip. It represents an innovation in 
Personal Safety, Fraud Prevention and general home safety.

Drink cans are found in rucksacks, sports bags and handbags so they can be a brilliant decoy storage safe which 
would not necessarily be targeted by handbag dippers and street criminals. The added benefit of the RFID blocking 
system makes it is an ideal hiding place for credit cards, oyster cards and car keys when out and about.

The Signal Blocking Drink Safe Cans look like supermarket own branded versions of Diet Cola, Fizzy Orange and 
Lemonade. They  provide a handy storage facility for Money, Credit Cards, Car Keys or any other valuables.  

REF: SBSC-20

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

Card Minder - As seen on BBC TV’s Rip Off Britain

We are delighted to announce that our Card Minder RFID sleeves have now 
been independently tested and approved to Secured by Design - Police 
Preferred Specification.

On most credit or debit cards you will have a wireless symbol which informs 
you that your card uses RFID technology, this allows you to simply swipe your 
card at designated machines to make a payment. This is a much easier way of 
paying, however, it comes with security risks as a criminal could create a RFID 
reader with minimal effort and steal your details. There are also possibilities 
of wireless transactions being completed accidentally or duplicated.

You can prevent most of these things happening however with the 
Card Minder RFID sleeves you are protected.

REF: RFID2016



Card Minder Platinum - No Need For Sleeves

There is no need to buy a new RFID blocking wallet or purse, you can 
simply place a Card Minder Platinum RFID blocking card in your 
wallet/purse and your surrounding contactless cards are 100% secure. 
If scanned, the card will draw energy from the scanner and create a 
disruptive field.

TOTAL PASSIVE PROTECTION - No batteries required, no 
fiddly sleeves, no hassle or fuss. By using the Card Minder 
Platinum RFID blocking card "be assured you are protected". 

BE SECURE - Criminals can buy card scanners very cheaply 
online, this makes it possible for fraud to occur. Keep your 
financial information and identity secure. 

EASY FIT - The Card Minder Platinum is the same size as a 
standard credit card, therefore, will fit in any wallet or purse, 
however, it is slightly thicker at 1.2mm vs 0.76mm, this is due to the 
internal circuitry. REF: RFIDPLATINUM

We are delighted to announce all our Stylish Card Minder range are Secured by Design Approved - Police Preferred 
Specification.
The stylish range of Card Minders produced with 12 different designs to appeal to all demographics and used to 
prevent Credit Card fraud and Card Clash. 

1. London – Keeping safe in the capital
2. Pretty in Pink – For princesses everywhere
3. Golfer – For the Dad, Son or relative who enjoys a round
4. Americana – Anyone who’s been to the States or plans to go
5. Iconic UK – A very British look of the Union Flag
6. Techno – For the clubbing generation
7. Purple Flowers – An elegant design for your purse
8. Tube Lines – Excellent to know where your travel card is kept
9. Blue Blossom – Stylish design to carry your card
10. World Traveller – Ideal to keep your card safe on your travels
11. Classic Car – For the motor enthusiast
12. Passing Train – Ideal to store your Oyster Card

Stylish Card Minder - Fantastic New Low Price

REF: RFIDDESIGN

Secured by Design RFID Products

Take 5 - Card Minder

We are delighted to announce that our Card Minder RFID sleeves have been 
independently tested and approved to Secured by Design – Police Preferred 
Specification.

This year we have produced our world famous Card Minder with the Take 5 to Stop 
Fraud messages printed on the reverse side. The Take 5 Card Minders are a perfect 
low cost mass distribution product to remind people to be vigilant in relation to 
fraud and potential Scams.

REF: TFCM-20

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk



Minder Signal Blocker

From the Minder Range of RFID Products
As Seen on BBC TV’s “Rip Off Britain”
The Number 1 brand for RFID Protection

The Minder Signal Blocker is a protective storage pouch that is lined with special material, when items are sealed 
inside the pouch wireless signals  are prevented from communicating to any Car Keys, Mobile Phones, Payment 
Cards or Passports. Whilst inserted into the pouch a mobile phone cannot receive any calls or alerts, therefore, 
 removing the temptation for a car driver to use or check their phone and eliminating distraction.

The Minder Signal Blocker is also ideal as a tool to discourage phone use in workplaces and classrooms, etc. The 
special material used also has RFID blocking capabilities, meaning it can protect contactless cards, passports and 
keyless car fobs from thieves and fraudsters. 

- Mobile phone storage pouch
- 8 Different colours to choose from
- Blocks all calls and alerts
- Secured by Design Approved
- Fits all models of mobile phones
- Blocks phone calls, Wi-Fi, SMS, & 4G etc, etc
- Blocks RFID - perfect for keyless car fobs

REF: MSB-2016

Branding Available

Stop Theft of
Vehicles

Minder Signal Blocker Mini

From the Minder Range of RFID Products
As Seen on BBC TV "Rip Off Britain"
The Number 1 brand for RFID Protection

The Minder Signal Blocker Mini is a protective storage pouch that is lined with special 
material. When your car keys are sealed inside the pouch it prevents wireless signals 
from communicating. Specifically designed to stop any relay attacks on wireless car 
keys. The Minder Signal Blocker Mini features an integral Keyring to attach your Car 
Keys. Available in 8 different colours, the Minder Signal Blocker Mini is also Police 
accredited, having passed the rigorous quality tests to earn the reputable Secured by 
Design Status.

- 8 Different colours to choose from
- Integral Keyring to attach Car Keys
- Unique Blocking material - perfect for keyless car fobs
- Independently tested and approved to Secured by Design - Police accredited 
   standard
- Compact size: 105mm x 64mm
- Protects against remote entry / keyless entry signals being stolen from Key Fobs. 
- 'Relay' theft is on the rise, this can occur even when the car key is inside your house.

REF: MSBMINI-2018

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

Secured by Design RFID Products



Secured By Design Door Jammer (DJ3) 

The Door Jammer is a unique, new and innovative portable door security device 
and is a simple way to prevent unwanted intrusions into any room and provide 
peace of mind. It is portable, discreet yet highly effective. It can be fitted to most 
doors in seconds to ‘jam’ the door shut and make the occupant(s) feel totally 
secure and private.

Owing to an ingenious system of hinges and angles, the horizontal force being 
exerted on the door from the outside is converted into a vertical force to anchor 
the Door Jammer firmly into the ground. This not only prevents the door from 
moving horizontally, it also forces the door upwardly, increasing the Door 
Jammer’s grip and reducing the chances of its foot slipping on the floor.

Robust and universal, the adjustable foot situated at the end of the hinged leg 
allows the Door Jammer to be installed on any type of floor (flat or inclined). 
The footpad, situated below the adjustable foot allows the Door Jammer to be 
installed on any type of surface: hardwood floor, carpet, tiles, linoleum, etc.

REF: DJ015

The Rapid Deployment Portable Door Lock is a fantastic device to give peace of mind 
for victims of domestic violence, students and anyone using temporary 
accommodation or travelling abroad.

The Rapid Deployment Portable Door Lock is the best designed Door Lock 
available and is sold Worldwide. Constructed with a steel core and stainless steel 
functioning parts, the user can be safe in the knowledge of the products robust quality.
The Portable Door Lock is easily deployed whereby the end metal piece fits into the 
strike plate, when closing the door the red part of the lock secures simply in place to 
lock the door and prevent unwanted entry.

• Small - Strong - Secure Portable Door Lock
• Provides peace of mind to students, Victims of Domestic Violence and 
 travellers
• Simple to use, easy to install and remove
• Incredibly strong, core components stainless steel
• The ideal Hotel Travel Lock - Stay safe in your room. 

Supplied with a handy carry pouch.

Minder Rapid Deployment Portable Door Lock

REF: MPDL-19

Secured By Design Door Jammer (LockDown)

DoorJammer Lockdown is the award-winning and police accredited portable 
door security device that turns doors into barricades, fast.

Its patented steel design works on almost any inswinging door, even without a 
lock or handle and installs simply by turning the screw.

Requiring no prior door modification or tools, DoorJammer Lockdown is 
instantly deployable should a lockdown event occur.

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

Secured by Design Security Hardware

REF: DJLD



BURG WACHTER Sold Secure/SBD Gold D Lock

Manufactured by the quality hardware brand Sterling. We are delighted to 
introduce 2 new Bicycle D Locks which have both achieved Sold Secure and SBD 
Accreditation.

Available in a 210mm shackle and the longer 280mm 
shackle. Both D Locks have the following specification

• Double bolted mechanism
• Hardened steel  shackle & body
• Locks and unlocks with a key
• Protective keyhole cover
• ABS plastic cover avoids scratching
• Easy fit mounting bracket
• Weather resistant
• Large number of key differs
• Independently tested – Sold Secure Gold & 
    Secured By Design approved.

REF: 237S

REF: 272S

Secured by Design Bicycle Security

210mm Shackle

280mm Shackle

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk



BURG WACHTER Steel 100mm Heavy Duty U Lock, 
Sold Secure / SBD Approved

Manufactured by the quality hardware brand BURG WACHTER. 

•	 Double bolted mechanism
• Case hardened steel shackle
• Protective rotating keyhole cover
• Weather resistant
• Strong disc locking mechanism
• Large number of key variations

Secured by Design Bicycle Security

BURG WACHTER SKM 8/90, Sold Secure / SBD 
Approved

Burg Wachter Hardened Square Bicycle Chain SKM 8/90
Bike-Hardened
high-quality textile-coated
6 or 8mm Squared
Dimensions: 90cm (L) x 8mm (Ø)

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

REF: SKM8/90

REF: 100D



Minder Garden Shed Door Contact Alarm with Keypad

We have introduced a new low cost Keypad Garden Shed Alarm with the 
following features:

• Activated when magnetic contact is separated
• Keypad to arm and disarm
• Choice of 256 different code options
• Auto reset after 30 seconds
• Very loud 130dB alarm
• Door mounted
• Magnetic contact can be placed either side of the unit
• Battery operated: 4 x AAA batteries (Included)
• Entry delay: 10 seconds
• Exit delay: 30 seconds
• Simple and fast wireless installation
• Easy set up
• Attractive design
• Size: 94mm (H) x 27mm (W) x 57mm (D)
 
Ideal for use in:
 
• Home
• Garden shed
• Garage
• Outbuildings

• Caravans and mobile homes REF: RL355

Secured by Design Shed / Outdoor Security 

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

Oil Tank Alarm with 2 x Outdoor Warning Signs

We are excited to announce the launch of our Secured by Design Accredited solution 
for protecting Oil Tanks.

Our Oil Tank Alarm utilises our SBD approved Minder Ultra-Thin Vibration Alarm. 
This produces an innovative solution to protect against Oil theft,  a crime which is 
becoming more prevalent in tougher economic times.

The Minder Ultra thin alarm fits easily under the Oil tank lid with the adhesive 3m 
tape supplied, once in position, arm the alarm and close the oil tank lid. With the lid 
being the main access to the oil supply, if an attempt is made to open or break into the 
oil tank lid the alarm will sound giving off a 120db siren.

The Oil Tank Alarm comes supplied with two weatherproof outdoor signs to deter 
any opportunist thieves.

Not only is the Minder Ultra Thin Alarm Secured by Design Accredited the alarm is 
also not bulky like most other products on the market making it the most inexpensive 
solution available for this ever-increasing crime.

We have already supplied this fantastic product to Police Forces across the UK. It is 
set to become a best selling product this year.

REF: JN-OIL-22

To view the video
& for more info

Please contact us



Secured by Design Shed / Outdoor Security 

BURG WACHTER Self-coiling double 
loop security cable Sold Secure / SBD

Available in a choice of lengths, security cables are 
the ideal solution for securing any item a cable can be 
threaded through. Pair with a U-lock, D-lock or 
quality padlock to secure to an anchor point. Perfect for 
securing ladders, garden furniture, barbeques and patio 
heaters. 
They are also ideal for fixing all parts of a bicycle 
together by threading through both wheels and the 
frame and a strong D-lock. 
 
Braided steel cable for increased strength and 
flexibility (12mm Ø only)
Weather resistant vinyl coating
Ideal for outdoor security, within sheds/lock-ups &
bicycles.

BURG WACHTER Sold Secure/SBD

The ideal secure anchor point to attach any item big or small that need to 
be secured in place. Perfect for motorbikes, ATV’s and scooters, it is also 
ideal for everyday items such as lawnmowers and barbeques. Manufactured 
from solid 6mm hardened steel, it offers a generous 80mm of clearance to 
loop through even the heaviest of duty of chain and security cables. Ideal for 
fixing to both floors and walls, with 10mm anchor bolts for use with concrete 
floors / solid walls supplied as standard. Tap in ball bearings in the bolt heads 
ensure they cannot be removed.

•	 wall or floor mounting
•	 6mm hardened steel plate
•	 10mm tamper resistant anchor bolts
•	 ball bearings for tamper resistant bolt heads
•	 ideal with security chains and cables

2100 MM 1200 MM

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

REF: SA1280

REF: 121CREF: 122C



BURG WACHTER Gamma 700 Padlock

•	 High	Performance	Padlock	
•	 Solid	Brass	Body
•	 High	breaking	strength	
•	 Ultra-hardened	shackle	with	double	ball	bearing	locking
•	 High	secure	precision	cylinder	&	protected	against	drilling
•	 Rustproof	interior
•	 Protective	cover

BURG WACHTER Delta Closed Padlock

Shackle Diameter: 7.0 mm
Clamping width: 19.0 mm
Side-Height: 14 mm

•	 High	quality	/	security	Hardened	Steel	Padlocks
•	 Open	and	Closed	shackle	
•	 Hardened	solid	steel	body
•	 Double	ball	bearing	locking
•	 Hardened	boron	steel	shackle	
•	 Re-keyable	brass	cylinder

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

Secured by Design Keysafe & Padlocks

REF: 650-50

REF: 700-55

Keyguard Digital XL Key SafeKey Capacity

The Burton Safes Keyguard Digital XL Key Safe is the world’s first key 
safe to LPS1175 Issue 8. Built to a Police Preferred Specification, it has 
space for 2-3 cylinder type keys inside.

2-3 Cylinder keys or most single car keys
Testing Information

Certified to LPS1175 Issue 8 A5 by LPCB
Built to a Police Preferred Specification
Dimensions REF: KDXL1



For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

One of our most popular offering in recent years are our customised security packs. These are something we 
developed with a number of Police Forces through our work on the National Framework. 

To date we have supplied over 200,000 bespoke crime prevention packs to Police Forces nationwide. This year we 
have launched a huge range of Secured by Design Accredited packs. 

These packs will only include products with the coveted Secured by Design Accreditation. Not only is this peace 
of mind that the highest quality products are being supplied but the general public are assured they will be using 
security equipment of the highest quality.

All our packs are supplied bulk packed with clip close bags separate. 

This has proven the most popular and cost effective way and ensures all the products can be stored as efficiently 
as possible taking up the least space.  

If you want us to pack the packs individually for you we can quote for this but obviously this process takes longer 
and you would need more space to store pre-packed packs.

Finally all the packs illustrated are just examples of the most popular available. You are able to remove, substitute 
and add items, please just email us with your quantity request and we will quote accordingly.

Secured by Design Crime Prevention Packs



Secured by Design Home Security Pack

Minder Ultra Thin Vibration Alarm
Minder Door and Window Alarm
Warning Sticker
Clip Close Bag

Secured by Design Home Security Pack Advanced 

Minder Ultra Thin Vibration Alarm
Minder Door and Window Alarm
Mini Minder Keyring Torch Personal Alarm
Warning Sticker

Clip Close Bag

Secured by Design Home Security Deluxe Pack

Minder Ultra Thin Vibration Alarm
Minder Door and Window Alarm
Mini Minder Keyring Torch Personal Alarm
Minder Keypad Shed Alarm
Warning Sticker
Clip Close Bag

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

Secured by Design Crime Prevention Packs

REF: SBDPK1

REF: SBDPK2

REF: SBDPK3



Secured by Design Shed Security Pack

Minder Keypad Shed Alarm
1.2 Metre Double Loop Security Cable
Outdoor Warning Sign
Clip Close Bag

Secured by Design Vehicle Crime Pack

Minder Signal Blocker
Minder Signal Blocking Drinks Safe Can
Warning Sticker

Clip Close Bag

Secured by Design Elderly Pack

Minder Torch Alarm with bracket
Minder Ultra Thin Vibration Alarm
Minder Keypad Shed Alarm
Warning Sign
Clip Close bag

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

Secured by Design Crime Prevention Packs

REF: SBDPK5

REF: SBDPK4

REF: SBDPK6



Secured by Design Domestic Violence  Advanced 
Pack

Minder Rapid Deployment Portable Door Lock
Minder Screaming Ladybug Alarm
RFID Drinks Safe Can
Warning Sticker

Clip Close Bag

Secured by Design Domestic Violence Pack

Minder Rapid Deployment Portable Door Lock
Minder Screaming Ladybug Alarm
Warning Sticker
Clip Close Bag

Secured by Design Domestic Violence   Deluxe 
Pack

Minder Rapid Deployment Portable Door Lock
Door Jammer
Minder Screaming Ladybug Alarm
RFID Drinks Safe Can
Warning Sticker

Clip Close Bag

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

Secured by Design Crime Prevention Packs

REF: SBDPK8

REF: SBDPK9

REF: SBDPK7



Secured by Design Bicycle Pack

280mm Bicycle D Lock
Outdoor Warning Sign

Clip Close Bag

Secured by Design Bicycle Pack Advanced

280mm Bicycle D Lock
1.2mm Self Coiling Double Loop Cable
Outdoor Warning Sign

Clip Close Bag

Secured by Design Bicycle Pack Deluxe

280mm Bicycle D Lock
1.2mm Self Coiling Double Loop Cable
Minder Keypad Shed Alarm
Outdoor Warning Sign

Clip Close Bag

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

Secured by Design Crime Prevention Packs

REF: SBDPK10

REF: SBDPK11

REF: SBDPK12



Student Safety Pack

Mini Minder Cob Alarm
Minder Vibration Shock Sensor Alarm
Warning Sticker
Clip Close Bag

Student Safety Pack Advanced

Mini Minder Cob Alarm
Minder Vibration Shock Sensor Alarm
Window Door Alarm with Contact Breaker
Warning Sticker 

Clip Close Bag

Student Safety Pack Deluxe

Mini Minder Cob Alarm
Minder Vibration Shock Sensor Alarm
Window Door Alarm with Contact Breaker
Minder Signal Blocking Drinks Safe Can
Warning Sticker 
Clip Close Bag

For bulk quotations please email sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

Secured by Design Crime Prevention Packs

REF: SBDPK13

REF: SBDPK14

REF: SBDPK15



Details correct at time of going to print. Please see our website for full Terms & Conditions.

The UK’s premier collection of
Secured by Design Accredited Products

Industry Leaders in Quality & Innovation

JNE Security Limited, 
Unit 4 Pinfold Lane, Llay Ind Est. South, Llay, Wrexham, LL12 0TU

Tel: (01978) 855054
Email: sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

Websites: www.jnesecurity.co.uk


